CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter provides the conclusion of the findings and suggestions for the study. It included what have been discussed in chapter IV.

5.1 Conclusion

After discussing the data, the writer found some conclusions to answer her research problems. First, persuasive techniques are the important thing especially in the advertisement. It can be seen that most of the advertisement in Colours magazine used these two techniques to influence the reader. The advertiser uses several techniques of persuasion. To intensify their own good points and the weak point of the opposition, the advertiser uses the techniques of repetition, association and composition. While to downplay their own bad or weak point and the good point of the opposition, the advertisers used the techniques of omission and diversion. Besides, the writer also found the technique of omission that most commonly used.

Second, each of persuasive technique has the function to the advertisement. to intensify the good points and the weak point of the opposition, it uses repetition, association and composition. Repetition technique used to emphasize the message. Association technique used to associate with the thing that the reader like. Composition used to change the physical appearance of the message. While to downplay their own bad or weak point and the good point of the opposition by omission and diversion. Omission used to eliminate their own bad or weak point
and the good point of the opposition and diversion used to shift attention away from another’s good point or one’s own bad point. It can be seen that the function of each persuasive technique is to show the good point of the product or service.

5.2 Suggestion

Persuasive technique may occur in our daily life especially in magazine advertisement or in other fields. Therefore, this thesis can be reviewed for the next researchers who want to analyze about persuasive techniques in different points of view. To the next researchers are suggested to use the other object such as television advertisement or other phenomena. Furthermore, the writer also suggests to the reader of the advertisement not to easily believe the advertisement because most of the advertisement exaggerate when promoting the quality of the product or service.